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new teaching practices in IC

ecological thinking: deep into awareness



BATESON 1972

MORIN 1999

BAUMAN 2012

ecological thinking: what social Sciences tell us
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mind
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mentality, 
cultures as
‘ecosystem
structures’

dualism vs. 
complexity

understanding
of complexity

‘systemic
knowledge’
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multidimensional problems
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ECOLOGY OF MIND
ECOLOGY OF ACTION
ECOLOGY OF LIVING

complexity

ecological thinking: keywords

relativity

interconnection/interdependence

contextualization
resiliency

relational identity
self knowledge/
self consciousness



ecological thinking: the role of language education

language education
must take 

the challenge
of complexity

in class: 
- development of observation and strategic

competences
- no  separation among linguistic,   

(inter)cultural and educational goals

curricula with transversal educational goals

from multilingualism to plurilingualism

languaculture and interculturalism



principles:
 plurilingual approach simultaneous exposure to multiple languages
 partial competences   comprehension ‘only’
 attention to processes 

and strategies  leads towards learner’s autonomy 
 learning transversality comprehension among closely related 

languages
 reflection on languages 

and role of L1 metalinguistic competences
(FREPA/CARAP 2010, Bonvino 2015)

ecological thinking: why intercomprehension



ecological thinking: why intercomprehension

«Decisive for the intercomprehension process to take place will
be the existence of the willingness of the individual to interact
with Otherness»

(Santos, 2010:41)

«Apprendre l’intercompréhension va de pair avec le
développement personnel à travers une relation éthique avec
autrui»

(Jamet y Spiţă, 2010:15)



the immersion in a simultaneous plurilingual context contributes to the placement
of the languages in contact within a continuum of close cognitive distance and to the
construction of a cultural linguistic identity based on an interdependence in the
difference

if we assume that a language expresses a discourse and that a discourse is
articulated within one's own experience in the world, the possibility of approaching
'other-worlds' through their mother tongues constitutes an added value for a more
articulated understanding of diversity

ecological thinking: why intercomprehension

focus on relational identity based on correspondences and differences

constant repositioning of one’s cognitive-emotional self



focus on relational identity based on correspondences and differences

basic written IC level ‘EuRom5’  
integration of intercultural goals: 
- texts culturally characterized 

(Euronews.com) 
- comparative approach 
- from language to discourse

ecological thinking: new paths in IC practice

IC ‘experimentation’

advanced IC level 
consolidation of learner’s autonomy:
- written texts, audio, video
- 9 languages
- ‘active’ lexical continuum grids
- wide range of comprehension activities

constant repositioning of one’s cognitive-emotional self

CRITICAL THINKING RESILIENCY



basic/advanced level – developing CRITICAL THINKING

ecological thinking: new paths in IC practice

 selection of culturally connoted texts
 possibility of reaching the same information in different languages-textual comparison
 culturally connoted language constructions/lexical and grammatical correspondences
 work on correspondences and divergences of content and reflection on the 

communicative intentions of the writer



basic/advanced level – developing CRITICAL THINKING

ecological thinking: new paths in IC practice

• Important subject from a cultural, political and emotional point of view
• very participated session, many interventions that allowed the

integration of information and personal opinions on communicative
intentions of the author

 Text in Portuguese: neutral, descriptive and objective version
of pure factual information

 Text in Italian: more participate in the events from a human point of view:
lexicon: 'vittime', '' in ginocchio 'suggest affective involvement and empathy

 Text in French: the debate is strong and focuses France's ideological position on Colombian politics:
- lexicon: 'farc décimées', 'guerrilleros tués' 'combattants des Farc ont été abattus'

have been considered ideologically connoted
- the presence of a paragraph that seems to confirm the previous reflection is evident:

‘La plus ancienne guerrilla d'Amérique du sud, fondée in 1964 pour défendre les petits
paysans colombiens'



advanced level – developing RESILIENCY/1 ESILIENCY

ecological thinking: new paths in IC practice

PORTUGUÉS 
ESPAÑOL 
CATALÀ

FRANÇAIS 
ITALIANO

ROMÂN
OCCITAN
FURLAN
LADIN

GALLEGO

WIDER VARIETY 
OF LANGUAGES



advanced level – developing RESILIENCY/2

ecological thinking: new paths in IC practice

OPENING TO ORAL IC
WRITTEN 

TEXTS
ORAL 
TEXTS

VIDEOS



advanced level – developing RESILIENCY/3

ecological thinking: new paths in IC practice

WIDER RANGE 
OF IC ACTIVITIES GLOBALITY/ANALYSIS

LEXICON/GRAMMAR
‘ACTIVE GRIDS’



advanced level – developing RESILIENCY/4

ecological thinking: new paths in IC practice

IC RELATIONAL ASPECT

SELF- CONSCIOUSNESS
IMPROVEMENT 

 peer work/collaborative learning

work phases and times

management of:
- previous learning habits
- comprehension expectations
- valorization of learning process



Their integration to linguistic aims:
- opens to the awareness of the inseparability between language 

and culture
- sensitizes to the new and the unexpected 
- prepares for the search for efficient strategies 
- helps to see the correspondences in the diversity and to 

interpret the detail in the context
- invites to constant repositioning and relativization of identities

ecological thinking: conclusions

IC and ecology of mind

CRITICAL THINKING and RESILIENCY
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